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The The npnp junction diode under biasjunction diode under bias

LECTURE 8

• np-junction under forward bias

• quasi-neutrality

• quasi-Fermi levels

• charge continuity equation

• master set of equations

• Shockley’s Law of the Junction

• Ideal diode Equation
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npnp--junction under biasjunction under biasSec. 6.3

-xN -xdn xdp xP

Va

Can we assume that

(-xdn) (xdp)= ?

Note the polarity of Va
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ForwardForward--bias currentbias current

• Net current is due to e-injection into p-region.

Sec. 6.3

Why has W shrunk?
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QuasiQuasi--Fermi levelsFermi levelsSec. 6.4

Equilibrium Forward bias

The two flows are huge The difference can be large but <<< huge

∴ we have a situation of quasi- equilibrium. So, instead of THE Fermi-level, we define quasi-Fermi levels
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ForwardForward--bias currentbias currentSec. 6.3

Recall:

What are the red and blue dashed lines?

What is their separation in the depletion 
region?

What is happening at the contacts?
i.e., n,p are f(QFLs) 
and, via EFi,  f (ψ).
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Can we solve for n and p?Can we solve for n and p?

So far we have 3 equations, but 5 unknowns !
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2 more equations are needed, without introducing any more unknowns.
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Continuity of chargeContinuity of chargeSec. 5.2.2

qn(x + dx)

What is the equation for the 
continuity of charge?

What is happening here?
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What are τe and Le ?

Je(x) Je(x+dx)
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The master equation setThe master equation setSec. 5.3

This is our version 
of (5.24)

J’s are f(n,p), so, essentially, we have

3 equations in 3 unknowns ; 

solve numerically.
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Numerical solutionNumerical solutionSec. 6.4

n/p diode

1E19/1E17 cm-3

0.02/2 micron

Va=-0.8V

• Note QFL equality at left contact

• Note near-constancy of QFL's across the space-charge region

What happens to the QFLs at x = 2 micron?
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Shockley's Law of the JunctionShockley's Law of the JunctionSec. 6.5

EFn

The constancy of the QFL across the SCR leads to a very useful BC: 
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The idealThe ideal--diode equationdiode equationSec. 6.6

-xN -xdn xdp xP

Va<0

- Pick a region in which to calculate the current.

- Why choose the p-type QNR for Je ?

- Get the equations for this carrier from the Master Set

- Use General Solution

- Determine BC’s

- Find n(x)

- Calculate Je(xdp)

- Infer Jh(-xdn)

- Sum the currents (is this OK?)
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Bipolar conductionBipolar conductionSec. 6.6

What is going on here?


